Face Recognition from Video by Matching Image Sets
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Abstract

As opposed to still-image based paradigms, video-based face recognition involves identifying a person from a video input. In video-based approaches, face detection and tracking are performed together with recognition, as usually the background is included in the video and the person could be moving or being captured unknowingly. By detecting and raster-scanning a face sub-image to be a vector, we can concatenate all extracted vectors to form an image set, thus allowing the application of face recognition algorithms based on matching image sets. It has been reported that linear subspace-based methods for face recognition using image sets achieve good recognition results. The challenge that remains is to update the linear subspace representation and perform recognition on-the-fly so that the recognition-from-video objective is not defeated. Here, we demonstrate how this can be achieved by using a well-studied incremental SVD updating procedure. We then present our online face recognition-from-video framework and the recognition results obtained.

1. Introduction

It is conjectured that many still image-based face recognition algorithms achieve uninspiring results in practice because they rely heavily on the assumption of a fixed pose and expression by the subject as well as conducive background and illumination conditions. Given that many existing camera surveillance systems require to operate unobtrusively and without subject cooperation, a track-and-recognize framework would be more suitable for the face recognition task. With possible variations in subject appearance and imaging conditions encoded in the video sequence, it stands to reason that video-based face recognition algorithms should be more superior to their still image counterparts. Furthermore, temporal continuity in a video sequence can be exploited to aid in the recognition decision.

Contemporary face recognition from video algorithms are dominated by probabilistic approaches such as [18, 29, 28, 15, 16]. Here, we adopt a non-probabilistic direction towards achieving face recognition from video. More specifically, we observe that a video sequence can be treated as a set of images, and hence we apply face recognition algorithms based on using linear subspaces to represent and distinguish image sets [13, 9, 26]. We argue for the case of using linear subspace approaches due to their simplicity and comparable accuracy, and commercial face recognition products such as the Toshiba FacePassTM are testaments to their effectiveness.

We employ currently available face detection algorithms [19, 20, 24] which are able to achieve high accuracy and detection rates to detect faces in our video input, thus unburdening the task of tracking from our face recognition module. In order to update our face representation and perform recognition online, we make use of well-known SVD or PCA incremental updating procedures [5, 6, 17]. Unlike previous approaches, for the purpose of matching or distinguishing image sets using linear subspaces, we utilize a subspace distance metric that does not involve explicit computation of subspace principal angles. In this paper we present our framework for online computing, updating and distinguishing linear subspaces in order to achieve robust recognition-from-video. The results obtained demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

2 Previous work

Traditionally, the video-based face recognition paradigm was approached from the still image perspective i.e. find an instance of a face in the video stream that is suitable under certain quality measures (e.g. pose, illumination, size etc.) and apply conventional still image-based recognition algorithms. Methods such as these are not considered true
video-based face recognition in the sense that they do not coherently exploit both spatial and temporal information. For a survey of methods that evolved from still image techniques, see [27].

Recently, probabilistic approaches have gained popularity in video-based face recognition. For a recent survey, see [7]. In [29], tracked face appearances are modeled as a joint probability distribution of identity and motion using Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) and the recognition decision is obtained via marginalization. In [15], face appearance manifolds are approximated by a finite number of infinite extent subspaces and temporal information is used to robustly estimate the operating part of the manifold. Some of these techniques are essentially operating on the “still-to-video” scenario i.e. matching a video sequence of a face to a still training image. Furthermore, methods such as [18, 29, 28] formulate both tracking and recognition of faces in the same probabilistic framework — an approach we do not adopt here since we believe that decoupling tracking from recognition may improve the recognition results.

We identify our work as “video-to-video” based i.e. face recognition is performed by matching image sets or video sequences. A similar objective is pursued by [13, 1, 9, 26, 22]. We conjecture that a video-to-video system would be more robust since it takes advantage of all images available for training and recognition. We concentrate on algorithms that match image sets using linear subspaces. In [26], the Mutual Subspace Method (MSM) distinguishes image sets by approximating an image set of the same individual with a linear subspace and using the principal angles between subspaces as a distance measure. An extension of MSM is the Constrained Mutual Subspace Method (CMSM) [9], which is essentially an MSM performed on the projection of the original subspaces onto a constrained subspace resulting in more robust classifications. In [13], it was shown how boosting can be used to select the optimal set of principal angles for classification.

Implementations for real-time face recognition from video based on the subspace method were presented in [9, 14]. The CMSM method was implemented on a Visconti image processing LSI chip in [14], yielding excellent speed and recognition rates. Our work differs in that it is implemented entirely on an optimized software platform whilst neither compromising speed nor accuracy. Our work is probably most similar to [9], where a framework for high-speed linear subspace-based face recognition from video was presented. The incremental subspace updating procedure is not described clearly since it is not the main thrust of the paper, but seems to start from the eigen-decomposition of the complete correlation matrix. Our online subspace updating procedure is based on recent advances in incremental Singular Value Decomposition (e.g. see [5]), which is theoretically sound and computationally efficient.

3 Angles and distances between subspaces

We start by extracting the face in a video sequence (we assume only one face is present) by using a high speed face detector. The face sub-images are preprocessed and raster-scanned to form m-dimensional column vectors, m being the number of pixels. We concatenate all n vectors to form a matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) (here, vector ordering is non-crucial). The core concept of the linear subspace method is that if \( A \) was constructed using face images, the columns of \( A \) can be approximately spanned by a low-dimensional linear subspace \( \mathcal{A} \) (see [23, 3, 2, 8, 11]) of dimension \( r \), where \( r < n \) and \( r \ll n \). Face recognition is done on the premise that different faces generate different subspaces, and distances between the subspaces can be used to distinguish faces.

The notion of angles between two subspaces, called principal angles, plays an integral part in quantifying the distance between two subspaces. The principal angles \( \theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_n \in [0, \pi/2] \) between two \( n \)-dimensional subspaces \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{Q} \), following the definition of [10], are defined by

\[
\cos \theta_i = \max_{\mu \in \mathcal{P}} \min_{v \in \mathcal{Q}} \mu \cdot v = \mu_i \cdot v_i ,
\]

for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), subject to \( \mu \cdot \mu = v \cdot v = 1, \mu \cdot \mu_j = 0, v \cdot v_j = 0 \) (\( 1 \leq j \leq i - 1 \)). The vectors \( \{\mu_i\} \) and \( \{v_j\} \) are principal vectors corresponding to the pair \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{Q} \).

Given \( n \)-dimensional subspaces \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{Q} \) with principal angles \( \{\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_n\} \) and \( \theta_1 \geq \theta_2 \geq \cdots \geq \theta_n \), the similarity measure used in [26] is

\[
S_{\text{MSM}}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{Q}) = \cos^2 \theta_n .
\]

We use a distance metric for our classification task instead of a similarity measure. Specifically, we use the chordal distance metric which is defined as

\[
d_c(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{Q}) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sin^2 \theta_i} .
\]

Both measures are essentially equivalent in the sense that they induce the same topology.

Let matrices \( P \) and \( Q \) be orthonormal bases for subspaces \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{Q} \) respectively. The projection matrices of \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{Q} \) are respectively

\[
P = PP^T \quad \text{and} \quad Q = QQ^T .
\]

Unlike orthonormal bases, the projection matrices define their corresponding subspaces uniquely. The chordal distance can be computed from the projection matrices:

\[
d_c(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{Q}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} ||P - Q||_F ,
\]
with $\|\cdot\|_F$ representing the matrix Frobenius norm. For a proof of the above, see, for example, [10].

4 Estimating and incrementally updating linear subspaces from image sets

Given the face image set $A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$, we wish to find an orthonormal basis for an $r$-dimensional subspace $\mathcal{A}$, with $r < n$ and $r \ll m$, that can span the columns of $A$. In practice $A$ is almost always full rank, therefore the most we can do is to find $\mathcal{A}$ that spans $A$ closely. An orthonormal basis of $\mathcal{A}$ can be obtained by performing an SVD on $A$ and retaining the first $r$ left singular vectors. The value $r$ can be selected heuristically, e.g., the cumulative sum of the first $r$ singular values of $A$ should cover more than 99% of the sum of all the singular values of $A$, or analytically such as the methods highlighted in [12].

Given the matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$ and its singular value decomposition $A = U\Sigma V^T$, we compute the rank-$r$ singular value factorization of $A$, given by

$$A' = U'\Sigma'(V')^T, \quad (6)$$

with $r < n$ and $r \ll m$, $U' = U(:, 1 : r)$, $\Sigma' = \Sigma(1 : r, 1 : r)$ and $V' = V(:, 1 : r)$ by using a Matlab notation. If $r$ is large enough, then $A' \cong A$ and $U'$ is the orthonormal basis for a subspace that can closely span the columns of $A$. Hence, only the matrices $U'$, $\Sigma'$ and $V'$ are retained, and $U'$ will be used for subspace distance computations via (5).

Incremental computation of the SVD is motivated by the infeasibility of performing the SVD on large matrices [10]. For our purpose, we are hampered not only by the sheer size of the input matrix (pixel number ranges from 400 to 10,000 depending on the system), we do not have a complete matrix to begin with as new images are acquired on-the-fly. Furthermore, the image set grows unboundedly as new image columns are continually being appended to the image set. Hence, there is a need to incrementally update our linear subspace representation of an image set so that it is always a good representation of all available images of a person. To this end, we follow the approach taken by [5, 17, 6].

Given new columns $C \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times c}$, we would like to find the SVD of $[A' \ C]$, where $[\cdot]$ signifies matrix concatenations. We proceed by computing the following:

$$L = (U')^T C, \quad (7)$$
$$H = C - U'L, \quad (8)$$
$$JK \leftarrow QR H. \quad (9)$$

Geometrically, $L$ is the projection of $C$ onto the orthogonal basis $U'$, $H$ is the component of $C$ orthogonal to the subspace spanned by $U'$, and $H = JK$ is the QR-decomposition of $H$ with $J$ being an orthonormal basis of $H$ and $K$ can be interpreted as the projection of $C$ onto the subspace orthogonal to the subspace spanned by $U'$. We can then derive the following identity:

$$\begin{bmatrix} U' & J \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma' & 0_{c \times r} \\ 0_{r \times c} & K \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} V' \\ 0_{c \times r} \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} A' & C \end{bmatrix}, \quad (10)$$

with $0_{a \times b}$ denoting a zero matrix of size $a \times b$ and $I_a$ signifying an identity matrix of size $a \times a$.

Let $M$ be defined as the middle matrix of the left-hand-side of (10). We can diagonalize $M$ by invoking the SVD,

$$M = U'\Sigma'(V')^T, \quad (11)$$

and substituting the resultant into (10). If we define

$$U'' = \begin{bmatrix} U' & J \end{bmatrix}U', \quad (12)$$
$$\Sigma'' = \Sigma', \quad (13)$$
$$V'' = \begin{bmatrix} V' \\ 0_{c \times r} \end{bmatrix}V', \quad (14)$$

then the updated SVD is

$$\begin{bmatrix} A' & C \end{bmatrix} = U''\Sigma''(V'')^T, \quad (15)$$
$$U' = U''(:, 1 : r), \quad (16)$$
$$\Sigma' = \Sigma''(1 : r, 1 : r), \quad (17)$$
$$V' = V''(:, 1 : r), \quad (18)$$

with $U'$ updated to become the orthonormal basis for the $r$-dimensional subspace that can closely span the current image set $[A'\ C]$. For potential numerical issues of the procedure and their solutions, refer to [5]. In theory, it is possible to incrementally update the subspace basis using only one or as many new input image vectors as desired (i.e., the size of matrix $C$). In practice, in order to reduce unnecessary updates due to lack of differences between consecutive frames, we update the subspace basis only after a batch of new image vectors are accumulated.

5 The face recognition from video framework

Figure 2 shows the framework for our face recognition system. The face recognition process starts by capturing a video sequence of a person in front of a fairly uniform background using a high speed FireWire camera. We make use of the Viola & Jones face detector implementation of [4] in our system to detect faces in the video sequence at frame rate. The faces present are subsequently cropped and preprocessed. We noticed that the face detector of [4] returns square sub-images with important facial features consistently in the center region, thus greatly simplifying facial image registration — apart from removing 25% of the
side columns, we use the face detector outputs as they are without performing any complex facial feature alignment. This preprocessing step functions as a crude background subtraction scheme as well. Figure 1 shows examples of the resulting sub-images and illustrates the pose and scaling variability our system can handle. We then equalize the histogram of the remaining pixels only to mitigate illumination effects, and reduce the sub-image to the pre-determined size of $32 \times 24$ pixels. The resulting sub-image is raster-scanned to form a high-dimensional vector. This image vector is fed to a subspace estimation/updating module to produce a subspace representation of the face currently being tracked. The next subsection details the algorithmic procedure of this module. Given an updated subspace, face recognition is performed by computing the distance of it to gallery subspaces trained previously from other subjects using the same steps described in this section. The current face is matched to the identity of the subspace with which it has the smallest chordal distance if the value dips below an empirically determined threshold.

5.1 Pseudo code for subspace estimation and updating

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for our subspace estimation and updating procedure based on the theory in Section 4. The input parameters to the algorithm are as follows:

- $\text{maxFrames}$: maximum length of video sequence to process (in terms of image frames).
- $r$: dimension of linear subspace to use.
- $n, n > r$: number of initial images to accumulate to estimate an initial subspace basis.
- incr: batch size of subsequent images to be used for subspace updating.

For our experiments, we used $\text{maxFrames} = 400, r = 25, n = 30$ and $\text{incr} = 5$. Our system managed to verify subject identities within 150 frames (approximately 13 seconds), while impostors are rejected at the end of the 400-th frame without having achieved the target proximity with any of the reference subspaces. The value $r = 25$ was determined empirically to be the most suitable value, and the previous work of [26] confirms this to be an optimal value for the case of face images.
Figure 3. Distance comparisons of test subspaces updated incrementally against two reference subspaces. Images below graphs show key frames of video sequences of reference subjects (not seen before) used to update the test subspaces (corresponding to the bold lines in the graphs).

6 Experimental results

We collected a small subspace database of 9 people from our department with 3 sessions per subject. Our method differs from other face recognition-from-video approaches in that once we obtain a subspace representation for a person, we discard his/her video sequence. Furthermore, the subspaces of the subjects’ faces were learnt on-the-fly as the images are being captured. We use a high-speed FireWire camera in a laboratory environment. Whilst we do not consider illumination effects yet at this stage, we did not actively constrain our illumination conditions. Seated subjects were requested to vary their pose and facial expression in a natural manner during the image acquisition. They were encouraged to talk and interact with other people in the surroundings while remaining seated. For examples of variances of face images produced, see Figures 1 and 3.

Table 1 shows chordal distances between subspaces of 5 of the subjects within our database. Each subject has two subspaces in the Table 1, i.e. the reference subspace $D_i$ (trained earlier) and the subspace learned incrementally $E_i$ (all from the same time instance), $i$ being the subject number. It can be seen that the distances between subspaces of the same subject are relatively close compared to those of other subjects. From Table 1, we observe that there exists a suitable threshold value for classification. It is shown that our system managed to achieve perfect results for these select individuals. Evaluated on the overall database, we achieved an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 10% and an Overall Accuracy of 91%.

Figure 3 shows how distance measures between subspaces progress with the arrival of new face images. It can be seen that as more information of a particular face is available, the estimated face subspace converges to an accurate position. This is indicated by the fact that the test subspace of a subject “moves” closer to the reference subspace of the same subject as more images are acquired and used to update the subspace. Figure 4 shows the program interface to our face recognition system. Presently we achieve a processing speed of approximately 12 frames per second (this includes on-the-fly subspace updating and distance calculation).

7 Conclusion and future work

We presented a framework for face recognition from video. We treated a video sequence of a face as a set of images, and performed face recognition by using linear subspace methods to match image sets. We applied incremental SVD computation procedures to update our subspace represen-
Find initial $n$ faces:
create empty matrix $A$ of size pixels $\times$ $n$

$\text{face} \leftarrow 0$

while $\text{face} < n$
do
perform face detection
if face detected then
  pre-process sub-image
  raster scan and append to $A$
  $\text{face} \leftarrow \text{face} + 1$
end if
end while
perform SVD on $A$
retain first $r$ left singular vectors to form $U^r$
retain first $r$ singular values to form $S^r$

Find subsequent faces:
for $\text{frame} = 0$ to $\text{maxFrames}$ do
create empty matrix $C$ of size pixels $\times$ $\text{incr}$

$\text{face} \leftarrow 0$

while $\text{face} < \text{incr}$ do
perform face detection
if face detected then
  pre-process sub-image
  raster scan and append to matrix $C$
  $\text{face} \leftarrow \text{face} + 1$
end if
end while
find $L, J$ and $K$ matrices using $C$
construct $M$ from $S^r, L,$ and $K$
perform SVD on $M$ i.e. $M = U_m S_m (V_m)^T$
compute $U'' = [U^r J] U_m$
update $U^r$ by performing $U^r = U''(:, 1 : r)$
update $S^r$ by performing $S^r = S_m (1 : r, 1 : r)$
find chordal distance of $\text{span}\{U^r\}$ to gallery subspaces
end for

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for subspace estimation and updating based on the theory outlined in Section 4.

Future work includes improving the speed of our system and evaluating it more substantially. A more sophisticated background subtraction algorithm can be applied to our system so that it can function on an arbitrary background. Experiments on faces under changing lighting effects should be done in order to gauge the robustness of our method against illumination variations. Though our system performed decently, the accuracy obtained still falls short of expected levels for real-life deployment or commercialization. Kernel-based subspace methods like [25, 21] have been known to be able to improve tremendously the accuracy of face recognition by matching image sets. The challenge is to perform the computations for the kernel-based methods in an online manner so that we can arrive at a system that can learn and distinguish face representations rapidly.
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